
 
 
 

Press Release 

Keep Climbing – OBERMAYER EVO is ready for launch. 
 
Friedrichshafen (November 19th, 2021) - With an experience of over two decades, 
Lightweight is one of the pioneers when it comes to designing and 
manufacturing full carbon wheels for race bikes. A prominent partner in 
developing our wheels has been Heinz Obermayer, who was the first to craft 
carbon wheels on his own. His name and ingenuity were an essential inspiration 
for the latest masterpiece of the Lightweight wheel manufacture: the 
OBERMAYER EVO.  

 

On the way to the top, every gram and every watt is crucial. In order to keep up with 

the top field, you need material that provides precision, performance and safety. 

Because of the unique stiffness to weight ratio of OBERMAYER EVO, every step is 

translated into maximum propulsion without any loss of energy. And weighing in at only 

1.230 grams, it is one of the lightest carbon disc wheelsets on the market. 

OBERMAYER EVO is the ultimate disc performance wheel and suitable for 

(mountainous) roads, training and competition.  

When it came to the OBERMAYER EVO, the Lightweight engineers didn’t leave 

anything to chance. That’s why they used LCC-Carbon, which has already been 

successfully tested and used in aerospace. Thanks to the Active Foam Core, it was 

once again possible to save on weight and at the same time increase stiffness. The 

proven Rim-to-Rim design, combined with the Lightweight Performance Shape, 

ensures breathtaking acceleration. The innovative Pentagon SL Hub is 60 grams 

lighter and improves heat dissipation during braking, subsequently increasing safety 

on long descents. 

  



 
 
 

 

The essential features of OBERMAYER EVO are: 

- Total weight of only 1.230 grams  

- One of the lightest full carbon disc wheel sets on the market  

- Unparalleled stiffness to weight ratio 

- Unique carbon layup 

- New Pentagon SL hub and EXP technology 

- Tubeless technology 

OBERMAYER EVO is available in Standard and Schwarz ED. 

Keep Climbing – Discover new power on the way to the top with the new 

OBERMAYER EVO.  
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About Lightweight:  
 
Lightweight stands for high-quality full carbon wheels for race bikes. The handcrafted wheels are being 

produced in Friedrichshafen at Lake Constance and are regarded as a reference in the fields of 

technology, innovation and functionality.  

Lightweight is a brand of the international carbovation gmbh, who is operating within the fields of 

industry, aerospace, as well as sports & lfestyle. Carbovation gmbh is a member of the Murtfeldt group.  


